
IIdentity
Identity is to do with the imagined sameness of a person or of a social group at all times

and in all circumstances; about a person or a group being, and being able to continue to be,

itself and not someone or something else. Identity may be regarded as a fiction, intended to

put an orderly pattern and narrative on the actual complexity and multitudinous nature of

both psychological and social worlds. The question of identity centers on the assertion of

principles of unity, as opposed to pluralism and diversity, and of continuity, as opposed to

change and transformation.

In one respect, what is at issue is the cultivation and valuation of self-hood and personal

identity, with a concern for the sameness and continuity of the individual. Interestingly,

the OED shows the first uses of the concept of identity with respect to the individual to

occur only in the C17. At this time, there came into existence what Stuart Hall calls the

‘‘Enlightenment subject,’’ based on ‘‘the conception of the human person as a fully

centered, unified individual, endowed with the capacities of reason, consciousness and

action . . . The essential center of the self was a person’s identity’’ (S. Hall, 1992b: 275).

The principle of rationality, the idea of personal identity as ‘‘the Sameness of a rational

being’’ (Locke, 1690), has been attenuated through the C19 and C20, and the autobio-

graphical self has tended to become organized around a range of other more cultural

attributes, such as character, personality, experience, social position, or lifestyle. If there

have been significant shifts in the criteria of individual distinction, however, the principles

of autobiographical unity and coherence, and of consistency (even accumulation) through

time, have remained central to the autobiographical project.
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In another dimension, the question of identity concerns particular ways of imagining and

instituting social groups and group belonging. In the case of collective identity, too, we

may say that the principles of unity and continuity have been foregrounded. The logic of

identity has worked in favor of integrity and coherence with reference to what came to be

figured as the collective self. First, the group has been conceived as a unitary and

homogeneous entity, a community of shared substance, and its internal complexity and

diversity disavowed; the prevailing images were of a national family, a single body, shared

blood, a common home(land). And, second, the group has sought to maintain its culture –

its heritage, memories, values, character, particularity, and uniqueness – through time, and

to deny the reality of historical change and discontinuity; positive value was placed on the

continuity between generations and on the moral force of tradition.

The paradigm case for this particular conception of collective culture has been the

nation state, and the ideal of what Benedict Anderson (1983) has famously called

‘‘imagined community’’ (again a relatively modern cultural invention). In this framework,

the question of identity has been restricted to the dimension of belonging. Belonging to

such a community – a culture in common – has been regarded as the fundamental

condition for self-expression and self-fulfillment. As David Miller (1995: 175) puts it,

such an identity ‘‘helps to locate us in the world,’’ ‘‘tell[ing] us who we are, where we

have come from, what we have done.’’ If this suggests the meaning and appeal of collective

identities for those who belong, we should also recognize the rationale for the

collective unit with which they identify. For ‘‘ ‘identities’ are crucial tags by which state-

makers keep track of their political subjects . . . The kind of self-consistent person who

‘has’ an ‘identity’ is a product of a specific historical process: the process of modern

nation-state formation’’ (Verdery, 1994: 37).

Dominant and conventional discourses on identity may be characterized as being

essentialist. They make the assumption that the identity and distinctiveness of a person

or a group is the expression of some inner essence or property. From such a perspective,

identity is a ‘‘natural’’ and ‘‘eternal’’ quality emanating from within a self-same and self-

contained individual or collective entity. More recent and critical accounts, however, have

tended to adopt an anti-essentialist position, and to emphasize the socially constructed

status of all identities. Identities are seen to be instituted in particular social and historical

contexts, to be strategic fictions, having to react to changing circumstances, and therefore

subject to continuous change and reconfiguration. What is also made clear is that

identities cannot be self-sufficient: they are in fact instituted through the play of differ-

ences, constituted in and through their multiple relations to other identities. An identity,

then, has no clear positive meaning, but derives its distinction from what it is not, from

what it excludes, from its position in a field of differences. This may occur at a quite

mundane and banal level, in terms of the narcissism of small differences (to use Freud’s

term), where Britain, say, distinguishes its identity from that of Germany, France, Italy, or

Spain. But this logic of distinction may also work in more problematical ways, where
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differentiation becomes polarization, with one identity positioned in radical opposition to

another – to what is regarded as the fundamental alterity of its other. This is the case, for

example, in the revitalized idea of civilizational difference, with its speculations about the

escalating ‘‘clash of civilizations.’’ Here we should attend to the dark side of identity, to the

manner in which, in its strategies of differentiation, identity depends on the creation of

frontiers and borders in order to distance and protect itself from the imagined threat of

other cultures. The resonant post-September 11 image of a world polarized between

civilization (the West) and barbarism (the rest) spoke directly to such anxieties. We may

say, then, that there is often fear in the soul of identity.

The question of identity – both individual and collective – has become increasingly

salient over the last decade as a consequence of the social and cultural transformations

associated with globalization. In the eyes of certain observers, the proliferation of trans-

national cultural flows (of people, of commodities, of media and information) has seemed

to work to destabilize settled and established identities. It has been felt that the national

frame, in which people have constructed their identities and made sense of their lives, has

been significantly challenged. There has been the sense that societies are becoming more

culturally fragmented, while at the same time being increasingly exposed to the homogen-

izing effects of global markets. It can seem as if older certainties and points of reference

are being eroded, to be replaced by a superficial new world of consumer choice and off-the-

peg identity options. Globalization is consequently seen as heralding an identity crisis.

And the response of those who feel that their identities are being thus undermined has often

been to hold on to and to reassert their familiar (‘‘traditional’’) cultures and identities. All

around the world, we have seen new mobilizations of ethnic, cultural, and religious

identities: neo-nationalisms in Eastern Europe, for example, or religious fundamental-

isms, from India to the Middle East to the US. What this represents is a defense of the

logic of intégrisme (to use the F), a militant hanging on to the principle of identity as

self-sameness.

For other observers, however, global change has seemed to be about something quite

different: about the loosening of old identities that had become restrictive and limiting,

and about the opening up of new possibilities, involving more complex and variable

identifications. From such a perspective, Stuart Hall has argued that we are seeing

the emergence of new kinds of postmodern subjects and identities. The situation has

become such that ‘‘the subject assumes different identities at different times, identities

which are not unified around a coherent ‘self’. Within us are contradictory identities,

pulling in different directions, so that our identifications are continuously being shifted

about’’ (S. Hall, 1992b: 277).

First, there is an emphasis on the multiplicity of possible identifications. Identities may

involve national or religious allegiances, but may also be to do with consumer choices,

lifestyles, and subcultures, with gender, generation, and sexuality, or with involvement in

social movements (environmentalism, anti-globalization activities, hunting or anti-hunting
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lobbies). Second, and perhaps more important, this more positive reading of the possibil-

ities of global change draws attention to the different way in which we may now be

implicated in social and cultural identities. Ascribed identities are seen to be giving

way to new possibilities of identification involving choice and negotiation, and in which

there is the accommodation of pluralism and diversity (in place of unity) and change and

transformation (in place of continuity). The constructed nature of identity is acknowledged

and accepted – for some, identity comes to be considered a kind of performance – and this

disillusioning process is not regarded as at all problematical: it is possible to recognize

that identity is a fiction, and then to live and work with this fiction. Globalization has

expanded the repertoire of identity, then, but, more significantly, it has been working to

change the basis of our relation to identity.

Kevin Robins

See: CIVILIZATION, DIFFERENCE, OTHER, SELF.

Ideology
The term ideology (F idéologie) was invented by a group of French philosophers in the

lC18 and eC19. These Enlightenment thinkers wanted to bring the new scientific method to

an understanding of the mind by offering psychological answers to philosophical questions.

Ideology, the science of the mind, was the study of the origin and development of ideas. In

particular, these philosophers, known as ideologues, traced ideas back to empirical reality

and more particularly, following John Locke, to sensations. ‘‘Ideology’’ first appeared in

English in 1796 in a translation of the work of one of these philosophers, Destutt de Tracy.

It was taken over by Napoleon Bonaparte, who turned the term on its head, using it to

attack the defenders of Enlightenment values (especially democracy) because they divorced

the problem of governance from ‘‘a knowledge of the human heart and of the lessons of

history’’ (R. Williams, 1976: 154). Ideology was abstract knowledge, not rooted in the

realities of human life and self-interest. This pejorative use continued and expanded

throughout the C19, when ‘‘ideology’’ was used, primarily by conservatives, to label any

supposedly extreme or revolutionary political theory or platform, especially derived from

theory rather than experience.

In a sense, Karl Marx (and Friedrich Engels) turned this Napoleonic use on its head (as

well as turning Hegel’s philosophy, which privileged the reality of ideas over material life

and reality, on its head) in the mC19. They returned to the project of the ideologues,

offering a theory of the origin and development of ideas, but they located the answers in

history and social life. Marx and Engels argued that ideas were nothing but the expression

of the material relationships of social life, material relationships ‘‘grasped as ideas.’’ There

are two distinct theories of ideology in their work. In the first, they linked ideology

directly to the uneven relations of power. And in the second, ‘‘ideology’’ described the
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unconscious system of beliefs belonging to any particular class or social group. Both uses

assume the possibility of a better – more scientific – knowledge.

According to the first position, ideology is a misrepresentation of the actual material

conditions of life, presenting the world as if seen through a camera obscura (in which the

image is always upside down). Ideology is distorted knowledge, producing a state of false

consciousness for all those living within its understanding of reality. This illusory repre-

sentation of reality serves the interests of the ruling economic class, which also has the

power to define acceptable knowledge of the world. In The German ideology, Marx and

Engels wrote: ‘‘The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas; i.e., the

class, which is the ruling material force of society, is at the same time its ruling intellectual

force’’ (1974 [1846]: 61). On this view, not only are people living lives that are alienated

(or inauthentic), they cannot even realize or recognize that they are alienated.

The second position, while continuing to assert that ideological forms are the expression

of material relations, defines ideology as the forms in which people become conscious of

their world. On this view, every social class has its own set of ideas that are a direct

expression of its material conditions and interests. All ideologies are necessarily partial,

offering an incomplete and abstract picture of the world to the group that lives within the

world as described by those ideas. The Hungarian philosopher Georg Lukács (1971)

argued that this could only be overcome when the working class became fully conscious

of itself as the universal class, making its ideology universally true.

This division within the concept of ideology – between a narrow conception of direct

determination by relations of power and a broader conception of socially located know-

ledge – has continued within Marxist and sociological theory. For example, Karl Mann-

heim (1976) distinguished between particular, explicit political ideologies and the broad

Weltanschauung or worldview of a society or social group.

Two thinkers have been particularly influential in the past decades in reshaping aca-

demic theories of ideology. Antonio Gramsci (1971) emphasized the complexity of the

relationships that define human reality at any particular time and place; and he rejected

the assumption that such relationships were the necessary result of transcendental forces –

like the economy. Consequently, he opposed the tendency to assume that class and/or

economic relations necessarily provided the truth about everything. Instead, he argued that

human reality was the product of the work of producing or articulating relationships. His

concept of hegemony describes an ongoing struggle to create ideological consensus

within a society, while his concept of common sense emphasizes the fragmentary and

contradictory nature of the unconscious meanings and beliefs with which people make

sense of their world.

Building on Gramsci, theorists like Ernesto Laclau and Stuart Hall (1996) emphasize

that the ideological significance of a text is never directly available from the text itself.

A text does not wear its ideological position on its back for all to see. One cannot know it

ahead of time, as if it were based simply on the class position or social location of its
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producer. Hence, ideology is always a matter of work. It cannot be understood in terms of

one dominant ideology, for it is always an ongoing ideological struggle.

Louis Althusser (1970) once more turned the concept on its head by defining ideology as

the systems of representation in which people live their relationship to the real conditions

of their lives. Ideology is an indispensable dimension of human life, the means through

which experience itself is produced. Experience becomes a political reality rather than a

natural ‘‘fact’’ that remains free of political determination. For Althusser, then, ideology is

always embedded in the actual material practices of the language use of particular social

institutions, which he called ideological state apparatuses.

One of the most important results of these theoretical developments was that it enabled

the concept of ideology to extend its reach beyond the Marxist focus on class, to encompass

other dimensions of social division including race, gender, and sexuality. As a result,

ideological theories of racism, patriarchy, and homophobia became important aspects of

critical thinking in the lC20.

Outside the academy, ‘‘ideology’’ continued to have multiple meanings. It can refer

narrowly to an explicit set of political beliefs, such as liberal, conservative, or socialist

ideologies, usually assumed to be in conflict. It was in this sense, for example, that some

social commentators claimed the end of ideology as a result of the supposed liberal

consensus following World War II (D. Bell, 1960).

‘‘Ideology’’ can also refer to broader systems of beliefs, ideas, and attitudes that have

direct implications for political commitments and actions. In this sense, the Cold War was

seen as a battle between communist and capitalist ideologies. Such uses tend to treat

‘‘ideology’’ as a relatively neutral term, since all sides can be said to have an ideology. Yet

even so, there is something implicitly negative about the concept, for it is taken to suggest

an unnecessary battle between camps, which should be overcome either by consensus

among the sides, or by the victory of one side over the others.

Still, the most common use of ‘‘ideology’’ in the l20C was pejorative: ideology is

opposed to ‘‘fact,’’ ‘‘logic,’’ ‘‘reason,’’ ‘‘philosophy,’’ and even ‘‘truth.’’ It is always the

other side – and never one’s own – that has an ideology. It was in this sense that

conservative politicians have always spoken about communism as an ideology.

In the l20C and e21C, the salience of ideology as a political or critical concept has

diminished somewhat, partly as a result of the end of the Cold War. The perceived victory

of ‘‘democratic capitalism’’ over communism seems to have produced, especially in the

West, a perception that there are no longer any alternatives and hence no opposing

ideologies. Instead, the struggle is more likely to be seen as a clash of civilizations

(often understood as religions).

Nevertheless, the notion of ideology continues to operate in domestic politics, as part of

what has been called the ‘‘culture wars.’’ In fact, it has revised two meanings from its past.

First, ideology is opposed to practicality rather than truth, so that it becomes a way of

contemptuously dismissing any principled opposition to the status quo. Ideology is equated
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with idealism and opposed to realism. This is how conservatives in the e21C dismiss the

demands of the left. Second, ideology is equated with the passion of moral certainty and

absolutism, and opposed to a thoughtful engagement with complexity and differences. For

example, during the Iraq War, liberals distinguished George Bush’s focus on ‘‘big picture

ideological campaigns’’ with Tony Blair’s more sophisticated ‘‘idealism without ideo-

logues’’ (Kristoff, 2003).

Interestingly, the academic centrality of the concept in theoretical debates and political

analyses has declined in the e21C. There are at least two reasons for this: one is the

influence of new ways of thinking about the nature and forms of power, and about the

relations of power, language, and ideas, embodied, for example, in broader notions of

common sense, representation, and discourse. The other is the perception that the growing

dominance of neo-liberal globalization as the framework for international relations, and

the growing power of various new conservative moments in many (but not all) Western

nations, cannot be explained by theories of ideological domination, consensus, or struggle.

Lawrence Grossberg

See: CLASS, CULTURE, DISCOURSE, REASON, REPRESENTATION.

Image
The historical trajectory of image can be partially mapped out along the shift from the

OED’s originary sense of ‘‘imitation in solid form, as statue or effigy’’ to the wide range of

ephemeral and dematerialized images which dominate much of contemporary experience.

But the long-standing flexibility and semantic heterogeneity of ‘‘image’’ is equally signifi-

cant, as demonstrated by the OED’s primary meanings: ‘‘imitation, copy, likeness, statue,

thought, idea, similitude, shadow.’’

This plurality suggests some of the ways in which ‘‘image,’’ since the 1500s, has always

been marked by a fundamental ambiguity in its parallel designation of visual, graphic,

perceptual, psychic, and verbal imagery. These disjunctions obviously persist into the

present, but they were problematized further during the second half of the C20 by the

word’s increasing remoteness from its long-standing relation to problems of representa-

tion. Many of the current meanings and effects associated with image have their origins in

mC19 modernity. But those origins have much less to do with reproductive techniques

(photography, for example) than with the emergence of new institutional requirements and

social imperatives through which many kinds of images merged with dominant economic

networks and the industrialization of cultural production. Capitalist modernization had

several major consequences: one of these was the marginalization of the sense of the image

as interior, as the mental product or creation of an individual. The sweeping devaluation

and incapacitation of a human ability to generate one’s own images (or imagination) is

inseparable from the ascendancy of already manufactured external images, which increas-
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ingly become the impersonal raw material of psychic life and determine the formal

conditions of all so-called mental images. The hegemony of global image industries

entails the cancellation of the visionary image. Simultaneously, the cultural efficacy of

the verbal image in literary practices has diminished markedly, alongside a much broader

disempowerment of language and its communicative potential. Powerful communication

technologies are introducing hybrid forms, in which inseparable visual and verbal units

constitute a universal texture of imagery, operating both within and on the edges of such

systems. In the context of developing electronic systems, many influential distinctions

(from Lessing’s to Nelson Goodman’s) between the rhetorical structure of language and

image, of words and pictures, are rendered erroneous or obsolete.

It is probably misleading to overemphasize the shift from analogic image-making

practices to digital ones. For the overwhelming number of image functions today, it is

less relevant culturally whether an image was generated by computer or a camera; what

matters is that it be compatible with dominant systems of manipulation, convertibility,

circulation, storage, and retrievability. The model of image as a kind of coinage, allowing

infinite repetition of the same, was already inadequate by the end of the C19. The

chronophotography of Etienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge signaled a new

dispersal of the classical integrity or self-sufficiency of the image as mold, and prepared

the way for an array of kinematic, filmic, televisual forms which would operate through

what André Bazin called ‘‘a plastics of the image in time’’ (1971: 24), supplanting James

Joyce’s nostalgic evocation of the image as ‘‘a luminous silent stasis’’ (1914: 213).

Perhaps not coincidentally the work of Marey, in particular, initiated a deployment

of the image within institutional strategies of human management and control, which

continues unabated today. Images maximize knowledge about the functioning of human

individuals as subjects of medical or surveillance technologies through operations of

classification, identification, and correlation. Reproductive biotechnologies and genetic

engineering pose the practical possibilities of a genetic image, code-as-image, that is

independent of individual identity and mortality, surpassing the terms of Shakespeare’s

admonition in sonnet 3, ‘‘Die single and thine image dies with thee’’ (lC16).

Though the English infinitive to image (with its etymological connection to imitation)

has been in use since the C14, pervasive lC20 imaging technologies imply something

radically discontinuous: the image as a field of productivity from which value (in the

form of information) can be extracted. Not only does the contemporary image subsist

on the now familiar axis of time but it also exists as part of an indefinite virtual sequence of

technical possibilities (of enhancement and analysis), in which exclusively non-human

‘‘imaging’’ capabilities extract information from images or generate images out of infor-

mation and quantitative data. The more ways in which something can be ‘‘imaged,’’

the more it is subject to predictability and regulation, the more imagery is synonymous

with systems of knowledge production. The image is simultaneously commodity and site of

productivity, to be consumed and worked on in a single circuit as raw material and
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consumable product. In related ways, the prevalent sense of the image’s unlimited malle-

ability defines key features of contemporary agency and subjectivity: everything or every-

one has an image which both constitutes identity and is the site of ceaseless self-fashioning

and remaking. Thus the related terms public image, image consultant, to remake one’s

image define a milieu in which image is both modulating veneer and essence. A vaguely

Platonic skepticism of the image persists, but it persists in a culture for which there is

nothing meaningful behind or beyond that insubstantial surface or screen.

The second half of the C20 saw a diversity of deeply skeptical responses to the cultural

centrality of images, from William S. Burroughs’s (the image as virus and narcotic

[1964]) to Jean Baudrillard’s (the image as depthless simulacrum [1984]). Against

such pessimism and cynicism, some key questions concern to what extent images and

image-making can participate in practices of resistance – to what extent there can be a

politics and counter-practices of the image distinct from the logic of commodification, of

instrumentally coded information. The failure of eC20 attempts to build an affirmative

politics of the image (the films of Sergei Eisenstein and surrealism, for example) led to

different but more compromised strategies of appropriation and a dubious hope that

dominant codes could be turned against themselves. More recently there has been the

suggestion that creative relations between a global field of images and new social imagin-

ations are emerging, as, for example, in Arjun Appadurai’s insistence that images are the

basis for the empowerment of ‘‘imagination as a social practice’’ and are raw materials for

‘‘constructed landscapes of collective aspirations’’ (1996: 31).

Jonathan Crary

See: REPRESENTATION, SIGN, SPECTACLE, VIRTUAL.

Indigenous
Communities of indigenous peoples define themselves through strong identification with

place. This contrasts with identities which change through history and identify with their

history-making capacity. Thus the word indigenous emerged as ‘‘history-making’’ Euro-

pean empires labeled colonially subjugated peoples as Natives, Indians, or Aborigines, with

a mixture of some admiration for their erstwhile sovereignty and considerably more

disdain for their seeming lack of modernity.

Having drowned under the waves of C19 colonial power, the term ‘‘indigenous’’ re-

emerged more positively as a postcolonial identity tag in the 1980s and 1990s after

political movements initiated by indigenous peoples spread around the world, reaching a

high point when 1993 was declared the Year of Indigenous People. Significant in the

indigenous political lobby were the Native American peoples of Canada and the US,

arctic peoples like the Sami of Finland, the Maori of Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the
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